Gadolinium deposition in the brain: Lessons learned from other metals known to cross the blood-brain barrier.
The recent discovery of gadolinium (Gd) deposition in the brains of patients receiving Gd-based contrast agents (GBCAs) raises several important questions including by what mechanism Gd or GBCAs pass through the blood-brain barrier. Decades of research focused on the safety and stability of GBCAs have not identified any mechanism of uptake. Here we review findings of Gd deposition from human and animal data, and how distribution mechanisms elucidated for endogenous and toxic metals may explain entrance of Gd into the central nervous system. Three general uptake mechanisms are considered along with examples of metals known to enter the central nervous system by these routes: (1) carrier-mediated, (2) transporter-mediated and (3) passive. The potential for chelation therapy to reduce deposition is also discussed. The work reported for other metals provides guidance for how the mechanism of Gd deposition in the brain can be determined which is essential information for rational prevention or treatment.